PLEASE READ the following carefully.
Shoot results can be found on our website - www.saginawvalleyarcheryassn.com after each shoot.
Shoots results and awards will be mailed to your club's rep only. If you have any questions please do not
hesitate to contact me - 989-224-4585 or judy.matice@yahoo.com
The SVAA will allow anyone to shoot for awards as long as an archer has a current membership with one
of the SVAA affiliated clubs. All others will shoot as guests.
REMEMBER to shoot in the Michigan Archers Association (MAA) championships you MUST be a member
of both the MAA & NFAA. You MUST show a NFAA membership card plus a membership card from a
currently affiliated club of one of MAA's regional association to shoot for awards. If an archer fails to
show his/her membership cards or is not a member then he/she will shoot as guests.
TEAM COMPETITION - the best placing per club in each of 4 categories. First is 4 points, second 3 points
and third is two points. Any club having a team present but not earning any points in any of the 4
categories will receive 1 point. To qualify as a point earning class, a class must have at least three
shooters from two different clubs who have turned in complete scores.
Archers may shoot as many times as they wish at any one SVAA shoot but only the FIRST SCORE in any
one division/style counts toward awards or team competition. All additional scores shot in the same
division/style will be treated as guests.
TO QUALIFY for the SVAA Championship, an archer from one of our affiliated clubs must shoot and turn
in at least 2 complete scores in any one Division/Style. Archers may shoot more than one Division/Style if
they wish to do so. All others will shoot as guests.
Age breakdown of youth classes same as MAA & NFAA: Cub (11 yrs & under), Youth (12-14 yrs) and
Young Adult (15-17 yrs).
SVAA will offer MENS & WOMENS IBO & Sr. IBO style.( Make sure it is circled on your card). Equipment
is a bow, any sight, stabilizer (optional) and arrows. (5 grain arrow weight per pound of bow shot)
SVAA will also offer one traditional class and one longbow class for each Adult Male (18 & over) &
Adult Female (18 & over) Sorry no youth style.
Longbow must consist of straight stock of any material and wood arrows. Please note that not all clubs
will offer this style. Longbows must not have stabilizers or sights, no releases and must be shot off the
shelf of the bow. Check NFAA for more complete rules.
SVAA will offer a new age breakdown for Senior divisions. Senior (50 yrs & over), Silver Senior (60 yrs &
over) and Master Senior (70 yrs & over). Styles and classes for each division except IBO, traditional and
longbow. These classes will be eligible for awards and team competition as long as they meet class
requirements. (Check team competition requirements previously mentioned)

SVAA shoots will have 2 shooting lines for each shoot unless, with smaller number of archers, one line
can be formed at the discretion of the archers on the line. Archers should tell the registration person
when entering what they prefer - 1 or 2 lines. (Club registration persons WILL mark the shooting style of
EACH archer on BOTH scorecards before the shoot begins).
SVAA will charge $8 for each adult shooter and $3 for each youth 17 yrs and younger. The SVAA
Championship fees will be $10 Adults and $5 for youth 17 yrs and younger.
The MAA and SVAA will be replacing the Indoor MAA round with the 420 round for one more year. The
Indoor MAA target face will be used but scoring will be 7 pts for inside out X - 6 pts for an X, 5 pts
balance of white circle, & regular scoring of 4 pts - 3 pts -2 pts -1 pt
SVAA will not offer classes (AA - A - B - C) in Categories 3 & 4 this year. Divisions/styles will still be
offered.
This does not affect your classification at the state level but may help your club earn more points for
team competition.

